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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that the free distributive lattice on three generators i  the smallest 
lattice among all finite distributive lattices S a which have a subspace (in a normed 
space) realization S a' and an operator T in Alg .o~" which cannot be written as a sum 
of rank T rank one operators from Alg.o~'. Also some information concerning the 
form of such a lattice is given. If, furthermore, T has rank two, then .9' contains a 
sublattice with two Boolean lattices with three atoms each, and one of them is below 
the other. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
This paper is a continuation of [8] and [9], with which we assume some 
familiarity. All the latticos in this paper are finite distributive (unless stated 
otherwise), and all realizations are formed with (closed) subspaces of a 
normed space. We recall two definitions (the rest and the notation are as in 
the mentioned papers). Let .9' be a subspace lattice and T a finite rank 
operator of Alg S a. We say that T has the FRP (finite rank property) if it can 
be written as a finite sum of rank one operators from Alg S a. We say that S a 
has the FRP if every finite rank operator of Alg .9' has the FRP. 
The general problem is: what lattices have the FRP? in [1, 5, 4, 3, 7, 2, 6] 
there are some positive and some negative results. In [8] there is an example 
of a finite distributive lattice .o-ca 3 (the free distributive subspace lattice on 
three generators) and a rank two operator of Alg .Sa3 without the FRP. Note 
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that .W a has 18 elements and contains, as sublattices, two Boolean lattices 
with three atoms each (see [8, Figure 1]). A natural question is if there is a 
smaller or simpler example than -,W a of such a lattice. This paper gives an answer. 
We define (where S a' is a realization of the lattice .~) 
FR(Alg S a') --- {S ~ Alg .~ ' :  S is a finite rank operator}, 
RI(Alg S a') = {S ~ Alg Sa': S is a rank one operator}. 
By card _W [card{ A, B . . . .  }] we denote the number of the elements of the 
(finite) lattice S v [of the set {A, B . . . .  }], and by latt(N, K . . . .  ) we denote the 
distributive lattice spanned by N, K . . . .  (if a such lattice exists). Also, by 
Bo{A, B . . . . .  C} we shall denote the atomic Boolean lattice which is gener- 
ated from A, B . . . . .  C (we suppose that there exists such a lattice). 
The precise formulation of the theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let _S a be a finite distributive lattice, .~' a subspace 
realization of it (on a normed space), and T ~ FR(AIg .£a,) be an operator 
which cannot be written as a sum of rank T elements of RI(AIg .~'). (That is, 
either T fails the FRP, or if it satisfies it, then in each expression of T as a 
sum of rank one operators of Alg .S"', the number of summands i  at least 
rank T + 1.) Then: 
(1) .~ contains a sublattice as in either Figure 1 or Figure 2 (where M 
may or may not equal M'). In particular, it contains a Boolean lattice with 
three atoms. 
P I ~ P 3  
Q I~~Q~~ Q3 
FIC. 1. 
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Q I ~  Q3 
Fro. 2. 
(2) .~ has at least 18 elements. 
Moreover there exists only one such lattice with 18 elements: the free 
distributive lattice on three generators. 
Also, if we further suppose that T has rank two, then .~ contains a 
subIattice as in Figure 1, where Pi = Qi-, i = 1, 2, 3 (see Figure 1 for the 
definitions). 
Before the proof of the theorem we give a corollary of it. 
COaOLLARY. Let .~ satisfy at least one of the following two conditions: 
(i) it has at most 17 elements, or 
(ii) it does not contain a Boolean lattice with three atoms. 
Then every realization .~' of ~ has the FRP, and in addition, each 
T ~ FR(AIgS a') can be written as a sum of rank T operators from 
RI(Alg Sa'). 
The following lemmas (which we give without proof) will be needed 
below. 
LEMMA 1. Let .Z~ be a finite distributive subspace lattice. Let I be a 
finite index set, L o E.Y~', and L, ~.~,  i ~ I, be such that for each i, j ~ I, if 
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i ~ j ,  then L i N Lj = L o and either they are incomparable in pairs, or each 
one properly contains L o. Then L i, i ~ I, are the atoms of a Boolean lattice 
( sublattice of  S~). 
LEMMA 2. Let .~  be as in the preceding lemma, N O G.fie, and N i, i E I, 
be such that N~ V N j= N O for  i , j  ~ I and i ~ j ,  and either they are 
noncomparable in pairs or each one is properly contained in N o. Then the N i, 
i ~ I, are the complements of  the atoms of  a Boolean lattice (sublattice o f .~) .  
The next two lemmas are in [9]. 
LEMMA 3. Let .~  be a finite subspace lattice on a normed space ~,  and 
W ~ 0 a finite dimensional subspace of  ~'. Then there exist an m E N, a 
subset Jt 'o(W) =.ge 0 = {Mi: i = 1 . . . . .  m} (where card ~'o = m) of ~ ,  and 
subspaces 0 ~ Wu, c M i N W (i --- 1 . . . . .  m) such that: 
(1) I f  L ~_ct then L N W = V{W M : M i c L}. In particular, i f  L N W 
0 then there is an i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} suc'h that M~ c L. Also, applying this to 
L = ~,  we have W = V {WM : i = 1 . . . . .  m}. 
(2) For each i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} we have WM, N V{W t~ L :  L ~.~--~ and L c 
M i} = O. 
Let ,~  be as in the preceding lemma, and F ~(~-~)  a finite rank 
operator. By Lemma 3 applied to W =~(F)  we find m ~ N, 
-go0 = {M~: i= 1 . . . . .  m} c S a, and 0~WM,_M iNW,  i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
which satisfy the conclusions of the lemma. 
For such an operator F we have the following 
LEMMA 4. The foUowing are equivalent: 
(i) F ~ Alg .~, 
(ii) F (N ,~I  M,_) ___ V{WM,:i ~{1 . . . . .  m} \ I}V lc_{1  . . . . .  m}. 
In particular, (ii) implies that F( N i m 1 Mi -  ) = O. 
For the next lemma we require the notation for L_ used in related work. 
Recall that L_ = V{N ~ h : L g N}. 
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LEMMA 5. I f  .~  is a (complete) lattice and L~ ~.9  ~ ( i = 1 . . . . .  k ), then 
Li = V Li-. 
i f f i l  - i f f i l  
Proof. We have 
k 
= V {N~Sa:B i~ (1 . . . . .  k} L ,~N} 
k k 
= V{N~.~:L i~N} = VL i _ .  • 
i= l  t= l  
REMARK. The corresponding property for intersections i (L  1 n L~)____ 
L I_A L2_, and equality may fail (for example, the K 1 and K~ of .9~3, 
[8, Figure 1] fail to give equality). 
The next three lemmas prove the theorem for the case of rank two 
operators. 
LEMMA 6. Let .~ '  be a subspace realization o f .2  a, and let T ~ Alg S a' 
have rank two, but not be expressible as a sum of exactly two rank one 
operators of Alg .~' .  Then -~ contains a sublattice whose diagram is as in 
Figure 1, and furthermore Q i -= Pi, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3 for W = ~(T) ,  and we find m ~ ~d, .~tr 0 = 
{M~ : i = 1 . . . . .  m}, and 0 ~ WM, c_ M~ n~(T)  (i = 1 . . . . .  m) which satisfy 
the conclusions of Lemma 3 and 4. We shall prove that the Qi are members 
of .~r 0 and that latt( Q1, Q 2, Q 3) can be replaced by the latt( M i : i = 1 . . . .  , m ). 
Further we shall prove that this last is a Boolean lattice with m atoms. 
The proof will be split in nine steps. 
Step 1. m 1> 2. Suppose, on the contrary, that m = 1. Then ~(T)  = 
WM1; let {x, z} be a basis of the range of T. Choose x* and z* ~ such 
that T = x* ® x + z* ® z. For t ~ M 1_ it follows from Lemma 4 that 
T(t )  = x*(t )x + z*( t )z  = O, so x*(Ml_ )  = z* (Ml_ )  = 0. The contradic- 
tion now follows from the assumption. 
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Step 2. For each i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} we have dim W~, = 1. Suppose not. 
Then for some M s, say for M1, we have dim M 1 > 1. But then dim Wu~ = 2 
(because T has rank two) and so ~aP(T) = W~I = (x, y)  for some x and y. 
It follows from step 1 that there exists a nonzero z ~ W~ . So z ~ (x, y)  
and consequently z ~ ~(T)  n M 1 n Mz. From Lemma 3(23, we have M l n 
M 2=M~ [because if M 1 AM~cM 2 then 0~z  ~W~A(V{o0P(T)  A 
L :L  c M~})= 0, a contradiction]. So M 2 c M 1. I f  we had the proper 
inclusion M 2 c M1, then [Lemma 3(2)] 0 ~: z ~ Wul n (V{~(T)  n L:  L 
c M1})= 0, a contradiction. This leaves M~ = M1, which is also false, 
concluding the proof of step 2. 
Hereafter and in the proof of the lemma below, x~ will denote a nonzero 
element of Wu.  From the preceding discussion we then have Wu, = (x  i). 
Step 3. m ~> 3. Suppose, on the contrary, that m = 2. Then ~(T)  = 
WM~ V WM~ = (x 1, x~). In particular, the set {x l, x 2} is linearly indepen- 
dent, so there are y~',y~' ~ '*  such that T=y~" ®x 1 +y~ ®x 2. For 
t ~M 1_ we have T( t )=y~(t )x  1 +y*( t )x  2 ~ (x~). So y~(Ml_ )=O,  a 
contradiction (see the assumption). 
Step 4. Each pair from {xx, x 2 . . . . .  xm} is a linearly independent set. 
Let, for example, x 1 =) tx  z (in this case )t ~0) .  I f  M 1 AMgcM 1 then 
[Lemma 3(2)] 0 ~ x 1 ~ Wu~ n (V{~(T)  n L : L c M1}) = 0, which is false. 
So M 1 n M 2 = M 1, and similarly M 1 n M 2 = M 2 = M~, which is also false 
(Lemma 3). 
Step 5. The MI, M~ . . . . .  M m are incomparable in pairs. I f  M 1 c M~ 
then xz ~(T)  _ Mz (from step 4). So x~ ~ M~ O M 3 c M~. From Lemma 
3(2), if M~ n M 3 ~ M~ then 0 ~ x 3 ~ W~ n (V{~a~(T) n L: L ~ M~}) = 
0, a contradiction. So Mz N M3 = M 3. Hence M 3 c M2. Therefore there are 
)t, /x ~ C such that x~ -- Ax~ + /zx~ ~ W~ n {V(~(T)  n L :  
L c Mz)} = 0, a contradiction. Similarly for the other pairs. 
Step 6. For each i , j  ~{1 . . . . .  m} with i ~ j ,  we have M~ V M,= 
V{M~:k = 1 . . . . .  m} =M.  From step 4 we have x 3 ~(M~ VM~A 
M 3CM 3. So [Lemma 3(2)] (M 1 vM~)AM 3=M~ and M 3 ~M 1 VM z. 
Similarly, the rest of the relations can be proved. 
Step 7. latt(M~ : i = 1 . . . . .  m) is a Boolean lattice with m atoms. From 
steps 5 and 6 it follows that the M~ . . . . .  M m are complements of the atoms of 
a Boolean lattice (Lemma 2). 
Step 8. The lattice latt(Ml_, M~ . . . . . .  M m_) contains a Boolean sublat- 
tice with three atoms. From Lemmas 5, 3 and step 6, for each i , j  
{1 . . . . .  m} with i~ j  we have M~_VM,_=(M,  vM~)_=(V{M~:k= 
1 . . . . .  m})_ = M_. Working as in the proof~of step 1, it can be proved that 
there exists at least one i ~ {1 . . . . .  m} with M i_ ~ M_. I f  there were only 
two such elements contained properly in M_, for example M~_ and M~_, 
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we would again have a contradiction for similar reasons (see the end of the 
proof of step 3), since M 1_ = ('I{M k_ : k = 1 . . . . .  m and k 4: 2}. Therefore 
there are at least three elements among the M s_ which are contained 
properly in M_. These are (Lemma 2) the complements of the atoms of the 
Boolean lattice we are considering. 
Step 9. .~ contains the sublattice of Figure 1. From steps 5 and 6 we 
have MI____ M 2 V M 3 = M, etc., so N{M k_ : k = 1 . . . . .  m} _ M. This re- 
suit, together with steps 7 and 8, proves this step, and so the lemma is 
concluded. • 
LEMMA 7. I f  .C.~ contains a sublattice as in Figure 1, where furthermore 
Q~- = Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) (and M' may or may not equal M), then it has at least 
18 elements. 
Proof. We have 
QI_ = V{L  ~.~:  Q1 ~ L} 
= (V{L  ~-~:  QI ~ L ~ M})  V (V{L  ~.Se: Qi ~ L c_M}) 
=MV V{L  ~Sa:Q19L L ~ M}. 
Similarly Q,_- -  M v V{L ~-W: Qi ~ L ~ M} (i = 1,2,3). For i = 1,2,3 
we define na as the number  of maximal elements of the nonempty set 
{L ~_W:Qi  ~ L ~ M}. Clearly n i >/ 1; denote these maximals by 
Ni 1, N/2 . . . . .  Ni n,. It is easy to see that M and each N i j are incomparable 
in'pairs. Hence "N i j are "new" elements, that is, different from the ones 
depicted in Figure 1. Obviously Qi-= M v N~, 1 V - - .  V Ni , , .  There is j 
such that Nz.j ¢t {Nl.i: i = 1 . . . . .  nl}, because otherwise we would have 
Q2-C- Q l - ,  a contradiction. Similarly for the other pairs among 
{QI - ,  P2 - ,  Pa-}.  
In case M ~ M' ,  we have card.~>~ 8 + 8 + max{n 1, n 2, n a} + 1. So, if 
max{n 1, n e, n 3} >/2, then card _W >/16 + 2 + 1 = 19. Let then n 1 = n z = 
n 3 --- 1. In this case the N1. i, N2.1, Na. 1 are different in pairs, and conse- 
quently card ~ >/8 + 8 + 3 = 19. 
I f  on the other hand we have M = M' ,  we argue as follows: I f  
max{n l, n 2, n a} /> 3, then cardSa~> 15 + 3 + 1 = 19. So assume for the 
time being that max{n 1, nz, n 3} = 1 (equivalently n 1 = n~ = n a = 1). The 
elements of the set {N1.1, N2.1, Na. 1} are not comparable in pairs, because if 
so we would have a contradiction, since Q I - ,  Q2-,  Qa-  are incomparable in 
pairs. 
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We claim that N l . I _Q2 and NI, I___Qa. In fact, if this did not 
happen--say for example that N1,1 ~ Q~--we would also have that N1,1 ~ 
{L ~Se:  Qz ~ L ~ M}. Since N2,1 is the only maximal element of the 
preceding set, we would have N1.1 - N2,1, a contradiction. Thus N L 1 D_ Q~ 
v Q3 = M ___ Q1, which also is false. 
We investigate now the case max{n 1, n z, n a} = 2 and min{n 1, n~, n a} = 1. 
For simplicity take n I = 1, n a = 2. There is an N2. j (take for simplicity 
j = 1) such that N2,1 ~ {N a, 1, Na,~}. But then we also have N1, ~ 
{N~,I, Na, l, Na, z} (otherwise p t_  ~_ p~_ or Q1-~- Pa-) .  Therefore 
card{N1,1, N~, 1, Na, 1, Na, ~} = 4, from which we obtain card Se>/15 + 4 = 
19. 
Finally we have the case max{n 1, nz, n a} = min{n 1, n~, n a} --- 2 (equiv- 
alently n 1 = n z = na = 2). Here cardSe1> 15 + 2 + 1 = 18, which com- 
pletes the proof. • 
It is clear that the preceding lemma completes the proof of one part of 
Theorem 1. It must still be proved that the only appropriate lattice with 18 
elements i Sea. This is proved in the next lemma, which is based on a remark 
in the proof of Lemma 7 above. Namely, if card Se = 18, then M = M' and 
n 1 ~--- n 2 ~ n 3 ~ 2. 
LEMMA 8. I f  .~  is as in Lemma 7 with cards  v= 18 (so M = M'  and 
n 1 --- nz = n a = 2), then Se =S¢ a. 
Proof. From the preceding arguments we conclude that 
card{N,,,, N1, 2, Ng,~, N2, 2, Na,~, Na,2} = 3 
(otherwise card ,~ >1 19). We shall use new symbols. We set K 1 = Nx, 1 and 
K~ = N1, v Since card{N1,1, NL2, N2, x, No, 2, Na, 1, N3, z} = 3, some (only one) 
among Nz, l, N2, ~ is identical to either K 1 or K~. Say for example Nz, 1 = K 1. 
Then N~, ~ will necessarily be incomparable to K 2, because otherwise Q1- 
and Q2_ would be comparable to each other. 
We define K a = N2, 2, so K 1, K 2, K 3 are incomparable in pairs. In 
particular {Na, 1, Na, ~} _ {K1, Ks, Ka}. If Na, 1 =K 1, then also Na, ~ = K~ or 
Na, 2 = K a. In first case we would have {Na, 1, N3, 2} = {K 1, K~}, which gives 
Qa -= QI- ,  a contradiction. Similarly for the second case. Thus {Na,1, Na, 2} 
= {K~, Ka}. So, the set of maximal elements of {L ~.~:  Qi 
L~M}is{K 1,K 2}if i=  1, or{Ki,  K a} i f i=2 ,or{Kz ,K  a} i f i=3 .  
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We claim now that K 1 _ Q3, in which case K 1 N M = Q3 (because 
card .~= 18). In fact, K1, Kz, K 3 would be the maximal elements of 
{L ~S a : Q3 ~ L ~ M}, so that n 3 = 3, a contradiction. Similarly Kz N M = 
Qz, K3 n M--Q1- Investigating the possible cases, we prove also that 
K 3 A K 2 = Q1 N Q~ (see Figure 3), etc. Also, since Q3---- M v K 2 v Kz, 
we have M V K~ c Q3- and so M v K 2 ~ {M, R 1, R2, Qz-} (see Figure 3). 
I fMVK 2-Q3_=MVK 2 VK 3 then K zCMVK2,andso  K 3=K 3N 
(M V K 2) = (K 3 N M) V (g  3 f~ K2) = Q1 v (Q1 (3 Q2) ~ M, a contradic- 
tion. Since M, K 2 are incomparable in pairs, it follows that M v K9 
{R 1, R2}. Similarly it is proved that {M V K 2, M V K 3} --- {R1, R2} , {M V 
K t, M v K3} -- {R1, R3} , and {M V K1, M V K~} = {Ra, R3}. 
If M V K~ = R x the third equality cannot hold. Thus M v K 3 = R1, 
M V K 2 = R 2, M v K 1 = R 3. Similarly the rest of the relations of -~3 are 
proved, and we have finished. • 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of the theorem in the general case. 
LEMMA 9. For k >>. 4 let L 1 . . . . .  L k be elements of .~  which are 
incomparable in pairs and satisfy 
(Vs~ {1 . . . . .  k}) V {L , : i~  {1 . . . . .  k} \ {s}} = V {L,: i--- 1 . . . . .  k} 
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Then cardlatt(L~ . . . . .  L k) >1 12 and latt(L1, . . . ,  L k) contains a Boolean 
lattice with three atoms. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by investigating several cases. When in the 
following we examine for example case 1.2, we shall mean that the assump- 
tions of ease 1 continue to be valid in the subcase 1.2. Also, in each case we 
examine, we will suppose that there is a finite distributive lattice which 
contains latt(L~ . . . . .  L k) as a sublattice. Finally, in the diagrams given we will 
not necessarily include all elements of latt(L~ . . . . .  Lk). 
Case 1. Among L~ V Le, Lz V La, L~ V L 3 there are two which are 
mutually comparable, for  example L~ V L2 G L~ V L~. Then also L~ V L~ G 
(L~ VLe)  VL3___LzVL3and L~VL3=L~ VL~VL3.  I f L~ ALaGL~ 
then 
Le -- Le V [ (L  3 N L , )  V (L  3 n L~)] -- L~ v [L  a n (L ,  V L2)] 
--- ( LeVLa)  N (L~ VL~ VL2)  =L~ VLe_Lt ,  
a contradiction. Similarly we prove that L l n L~ ~ L 3 (starting from L3). 
Case 1.1. Among L 1 O L2, L 1 n L3, L 2 o L 3 there exist two which are 
mutually comparable. I f  either L 1 N L 2 ___ L 1 n L 3 or L 1 O L 2 G Lz n L3, 
then also L 1 N L~ G L 3, a contradiction. Similarly, if L 1 O L 3 _ L 1 O L 2 or 
L 1 n Lz c__ L 2 n L3, we would have L 1 n L 3 c L 2, a false relation. Thus, 
either L 2 n L 3 _ L 1 n L 3 or L 2 N L 3 c_ L 1 N L z. I f  L2 N L 3 ~ L 1 N L 3 
then L z n L 3 ___ L 1 n Lz n L 2 G Ll n L 2, while if L 2 n L 3 G L1 n L 2 then 
it also follows that L 2 N L 3 ___ L 1 n L 2 N L 3 G L1 n L 3. Consequently, in 
the case we are examining we also have L 2 N L 3 ~ L 1 n L 3 and L 2 n L 3 c 
L 1 N L 2 (so L 2 O L 3 = L 1 n L 2 n L3). 
We study now cases according to whether we have or we do not have 
equality in the preceding inclusions. 
Case 1.1.1. L 2 N L 3 = L 1 n L 3 and L 2 O Lz c L~ n L 2. We have 
L 2D_L 1 AL  2 = (L  1 AL  2) v (L  zAL  a) = (L  1 AL  2) v (L  1NL  3)= 
L l n (L  2 v L a) = L1, a contradiction. 
Case 1.1.2. L 2 N L 3 C L~ n L 3 and L 2 n L 3 = L 1 n L 2. The argu- 
ment is as in case 1.1.1 (starting from L3). 
Case 1.1.3. L 2 N L a c L 1 A L 3 and L 2 O L 3 c L 1 N L 2. We prove 
first that the L 1 n L a and L 1 n L 2 are mutually incomparable. In fact, if for 
example L 1 O L 3 __. L 1 n Lz, we would have L~ N L 3 = L~ n L 2 n L 3 C__ 
L~ n L 3 C L 1 n L3, a contradiction. Also in this case L 1 V L~ and L~ V L a 
are mutually incomparable, because if for example L 1 v L~ G L 1 V L3, we 
would have L~___L 1 VL~ =(L1  VLe)  A (L~ VL  3 )=L  1 v (L  zAL  3 )= 
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L 1, a false inclusion. Finally, also, L 1 V L 2 c L 2 V L 3 and L 1 V L 3 c L 2 V 
L3, because if for example L 1 V L 2 = L 2 V L3, we would have L 1 = L 1 V 
[(L 1 NL~) V (L 3 (1L2)] = L 1 V [(L 1 VL  3) ~ L~] = (L 1 VL  3)¢q 
(L 1 VL  2 )=(L  1 VLz)  N(L  2 VL  3 )=L  1 VL  3_DL3, a contradiction. So 
in this case the diagram of latt(L1, Lz, L z) is as in Figure 4 (where B = L1 
and {A, C} = {L~, L~}), since we have proved that latt(L1, Le, L~) has nine 
different elements. We shall examine this case again later. 
Case 1.2. L1 V Lz c Le V L3, L~ V L~ c_ L~ V L~, and the intersec- 
tions Lt f~ Lz, Lt (~ L3, Lz f~ L 3 are incomparable in pairs. Then Lt (~ Lz, 
L~ N Lz, Le (~ L 3 are the atoms of a Boolean lattice (Lemma 1), and the 
diagram of latt(L~, Lz, La) is as in Figure 5 [since also (Lt (~ L~) V (Lt (~ 
Lz) = L~ N (L~ V L~) = L1]. We define 
M" = (L  1 n L2) V (L  2 n L3) V (L  1 n L3) 
= (L, V L2) N (L 2 V L3) A (L, V L3), 
so M" = L 1 V ( L 2 N L3). I f  L 2 V L 3 = M" then M" c L 1 V L 2 C L~ V 
L s=M"  and M" c_L 1 VL  sCL  zVL  s=M' ,  so L 1 VL~=L 2 VL  s= 
L 1 V L a (= M"), and LI, Lz, L a are the complements of the atoms of a 
Boolean lattice (Lemma 2). We shall return later to this case. I f  L~ V L a 
M", then M" c L 2 V L a. Also, L~ V L a c L 2 V L a or L 1 V L 2 c L 2 V L3; 
otherwise L 2 VL  a =M" .  Let, for example, L 1 VL  a cL~ VL  3 [equiv- 
alently L 2 tq (L 1 V L 3) c L2]. Then .2 a contains at least the eight elements 
of Bo{L 1 (qLz, L 2 t~L3,L  l tqL  a} and L 2 VLa,  L~, L 4, that is, eleven 
elements. We define Sal to be the set with these eleven elements. If  k t> 5 
then card S a >/12. 
I f k  =4thenL  t VL  zVL  3VL  4=L 1 VL  2VL  a=L 2VL  3. I f{L 2 V 
L4, L 3 VL4}___Sal then L 2 VL  4 =L  3 VL  4 =L  2 VL  3 (if L 2 VL  4=M" 
then L 1 V L~ V L 4 = M"; in the other cases it will be contained in L 2 or 
FiG. 4. 
C 
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L2~ ~ ~,L3 
L2 n (L I v L3) L3 n (L 1 v Lz) 
L, n L 2 ~ ~ . ~  L, nL3 
~4C1 n L2 n L3 
Fic. 5. 
La: in any case a contradiction). So the Lz, Lz, L 4 (l_~mma 2) are the 
complements of  the atoms of a Boolean lattice. I f  the atoms L 2 C~ L 4 and 
L 3 f3 L~ belong to ~1, then {L z f3 L4, L 3 ¢3 L4} = {L 1 A L2, L 1 (3 L3}. So 
L 1 = L 4, a contradiction. Thus, in this case card ~ >t 12. 
Case 2. L 1 V L2, L 1 V Ls, L 2 V L 3 are incomparable in pairs. Then 
they are the complements of the atoms of a Boolean lattice (Lemma 2). We 
have (L  1 V L z) N (L  2 V L 3) = L 2 V (L  1 N L 3) ___ L 2. Similar relations hold 
for L 1 and L 3 (see Figure 6). [We cannot have L 1 = L 0, where L 0 = (L  1 v 
L 2) f3(L~ VL  a) rq (L  1 VLa) ,becausethen  L 1 GLz  VL  s and so L 1 VL  2 
___ L 2 V L 3, a contradiction.] Similarly L 0 ~ {L1, Lz, L3}. 
I f  k = 4, then L 1 V Lz, L z V Ls, L 1 V L3, L 4 are the complements of 
the atoms of a Boolean lattice (Lemma 2). Then card ~ >/ 16. 
I f  k >/5, then we shall examine three cases (the others are similar). 
Case 2.1. (L  1 VL  2) N(L  2 VL  3) DL2,  (L  2 VL  3) fq (L  1 VL  s) DL  3. 
Then .9" contains, at least, the eight elements of Bo{L 1 V Ls, L 2 V Ls, L~ V 
L 2} and L z, L 3. I f  L 4 =L  o, then L 5 ~L  0 and also L 2 AL  4 cL  4=L 0. 
Li v L2 ~ L I  v L3 
% % 
L2 1 N L3 
FIG. 6. 
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Thus L~, Lz 63 L 4 (if L 4 = L o) or L 4, L~ 63 L2 (if L 4 q: L 0 and L~ = L o) or 
L 4, L~ (if L 4 :~ L 0 ~: Ls) are different from the preceding ten elements of 
.9, so card .9  >/12. 
Case 2.2. (L~ VL~)63(L~ VLa)=L  x , (L  1 VL~)N(L~ VLa)=L~,  
(L IVLa)  N(L  IVL  a) DL  a. Then card .9~8+card{L  a ,L  4 ,Ls}= 11. 
I f L t  NL  a=L 0then 
L 3 - -La  VL  o=La V [(L~ 63La) V (L ,  NL I ) ]  
=La V {L~ N [La V (L, 63L~)]} = (L a VL,) f~ [LaV (L~ 63L~)] 
= (L3 V L~) N (L3 V Lt)  DLa,  
a contradiction. So card -9  >i 12. 
Case 2.3. (L  1 VL~)63(L  xVL  3 )=L I , (L  1VL  2) N(L  2VL  3 )=L~,  
(L 2 V L 3) 63 (L 1 V L 3) = L 3. In this case latt(L1, L2, L a) is the Boolean 
lattice with L1, L z, L 3 as atoms. 
I f  L 1 NL  4 =L  2 f~L 4 =L  363L 4 =Lo ,  then L 1, L 2, L a, L a are the 
atoms of a Boolean lattice, so card S a/> 16. 
I f L  1 NL  4=L 263L 4 =L  0eL  3 63L4, then L 1, L~, L 4 are the atoms 
of a Boolean lattice with complements Lz V L 4, L 1 V L4, L 1 V L~ respec- 
tively. I f  L 1 V L 4, L z V L 4 ~ Bo{L1, L~, L 3} U {L 4, L 5, L 3 63 L 4} then L 1 
V L 4 = L 1 V L 3 and L 2 V L 4 = L~ V La, that is, L 3 = (L  1 V L 3) 63 (L z 
V L a) = (L  1 V L 4) 63 (L  2 V L 4) -- L 4, a contradiction. So card S¢ >~ 12. 
I f  L 1 63L 4¢L  0, L I63L  44~L0,and L 1 63L 4~L I63L  4, then card.9 ~ 
1> 12. The conclusion is the same for similar assumptions on L 5. 
In the last subcase (of case 2.3), we suppose without loss of generality that 
L 1 63L s =L  1 63L 4 =L I63L  4 4:L  0. If  L 463L s=L  0 then L 0DL  1 63L 4 
(otherwise, in the nontrivial case, L 0 c L 1 N L 4 = L 1 N L 4 63 L 1 63 L 5 = L x 
NL 0_L  o, a contradiction) andL  0DL  1 NL  4=L 1 NL  5NL  i rhL  4=L0,  
a contradiction. So, L 4 63 L 5 4~ L 0. The most interesting case is L 4 N L 5 = 
L 163Ls =L  1 NL  4 (=L  263L4) .Then L 1, L 4, L 5 are atoms o faBoo lean 
lattice, and since L 4 V L s is incomparable with L l, it must be that L 4 v Ls 
= L 2 v L 3 (otherwise card .9" >i 12). But if k = 5 then L 2 V L 3 = L 2 V L 3 
V L 4 V L 5 = L~ V Li V L 3 V L 4 V Ls = Lt V L z V La, a contradiction. I f
k >t 6, clearly card .~  >I 12. 
Let us summarize now what we have proved. Let A, B, C ~.~a be 
incomparable in pairs. We say that the triple { A, B, C} c S" is of class (I) if 
the diagram of latt{ A, B, C} is as in Figure 4, of class (II) if latt{ A, B, C} is a 
Boolean one where { A, B, C} are the complements of its atoms, and of class 
(I I I) if latt{ A, B, C} is neither class (I) nor class (II). We have proved the 
lemma if there is a triple among {L~ : i = 1 . . . . .  k} which is of class (III). 
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It is clear that the only case in which it remains to be proven that 
latt(L 1 . . . . .  L k) contains a Boolean lattice with three atoms is when all triples 
among {L~ : i = 1 . . . . .  k} are of  class (I). In this case the proof will be done 
by induction on k. 
The case k = 4: Without loss of generality we may suppose that in 
latt(L 1, L 2, L 3) the element L z is the central element (that is, L 1 V L 3 D 
L 1 VL  2 and L l VL  3DLe  VL~; in Figure 4, L 2 is B). Then in 
latt(L 1, L 2, L4), the element L 4 cannot be the central element, because then 
we would have, from the properties of lattices of  that form, that L 1 V L 2 = 
L 1 V L~ V L 4 and L 1 V L 2 c L 1 V L z V L3, a contradiction (see the hy- 
pothesis of the lemma). 
Thus, either Lz V L 4 or L 1 V L 4 is properly contained in L 1 V L 2 V L 4, 
according as L 2 or L 1 is the central element of  the lattice latt(L 1, L 2, L4). 
Then L 1 V L 2 and L 2 V L3, together with whichever of  L 2 V L~, L 1 V L 4 
is properly contained in L 1 V L 2 V L4, are the complements of the atoms of 
a Boolean lattice, because any two of them span the same space and each one 
is properly contained in it (Lemma 2). 
We suppose now that the inductive relation holds for k - 1 where k >t 5, 
and we shall prove it for k. Since two different k - 2-tuples among the L i 
span the same space, it is enough to prove the existence at least three of  them 
such that the space spanned by each one is properly contained in V{L~ : i = 
1 . . . . .  k}. 
For I _ {1 . . . . .  k} we define L( I )  = V{L i : i  = {1 . . . . .  k} \ I}. I f  there 
is an i 0~{1 . . . . .  k} such that for each j~{1 . . . . .  k} \{ i  0} we have 
L({io, j}) = L({i0}), the conclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis. In 
the contrary case we may suppose that for every i ~ {1 . . . . .  k} there is 
j ( i )  ~ {1 . . . . .  k} \ {i} such that L({i, j ( i )}) c L({i}). Let i 1 belong to 
{1 . . . . .  k} \ {1, j(1)}. The sets {1 . . . . .  k} \ {1,j(1)} and {1 , . . . ,  k} \ 
{il , j ( i l )} are different. Since 4 < k and so k < 2(k - 2), there is an i 2 
which belongs to these sets. Then L({1, j(1)}), L({i 1, J(il)}), and L({i 2, j(i2)}) 
are the complements of  the atoms of some Boolean lattice. 
We shall prove now that if each triple among {L i : i = 1 . . . . .  k} is of  class 
(I) or (II), then cardlatt(Li : i = 1 . . . . .  k) i> 12. This will prove the lemma. 
Case 1. All triples among {L i : i  = 1 . . . . .  k} are of class (I). We 
suppose, without loss of generality, that Lz is the central element of 
latt(L1, L 2, L 3) (that is, in Figure 4 we have A = L l, B = L 2, and C = L3). 
Case 1.1. k = 4. Then L 4 is not the central element of  latt{L2, L 3, L 4} 
(otherwise L 2 V L 3 = L 2 V L 3 V L 4 = L 1 V L 2 V L3, a contradiction). So 
one of L 2 V L4, L~ V L4 is equal to L 2 v L 3 V L4, and the other (we name 
it L ' )  is contained properly in L 2 V L 3 V L 4 and is incomparable to L 2 V L3. 
I f  L '  ~ lat t{L  1,L 2 ,L  3}then L'  =L  1VL2 .That i s ,  L 1 VL  2 =L '  =L  z V 
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L 4 = L 1 V L 2 V L 4 = L 1 V L 2 V L 3 or L 1 V L~ = L'  = L 3 V L 4 = L 1 V 
L 2 V L 3 V L 4 = L 1 V L~ V L 3. In any case we have a contradiction. So 
card .~ >/9 + card{L', L4}, and L 1 V L~, L~ V L z, L'  are the complements 
of the atoms of a Boolean lattice (Lemma 2). The atoms of it are Lz, 
(L  1 V L 2) f3 L',  (L  2 V L 3) (~ L'.  From the structure of latt{L 2, L z, L 4} we 
have (L~VL 3) NL '  ~{L  2,L3}. So (L 2VL  3) f3L '  =L  3 (since L 2 is an 
atom). If  (L  1 V L 2) N L' ~ latt{L 1, L~, L 3} tJ {L4, L'} then (L  1 V La) f3 
L' ~ {L 1, La}. In this case latt{L 1, Lz, L 3} or latt{L 2, L 3, L 4} is Boolean, a 
contradiction. 
Case 1.2. k/> 5. I f  L a is the central element of latt{L 2, L3, L4}, then 
L 2 V L 3 D L 3 V L 4 D L3, that is L 3 V L 4 ~t latt{L1, L2, L3} tJ {L4, L~}, so 
card.E a>_-12. We suppose now that L 4 is not the central element of 
latt{L 2 ,L  z,L*}.Then LzVL  3VL  4~{L~VLa,L  3VL  4}andL  2VL  3V 
L 4 D Lz V L 3. Let us suppose that latt{L 1, L 2, L 3, L,} _ latt{L 1, L 2, L 3} t2 
{L 4,L5}. Then L 2 VL  a VL ,  =L  1 VL~ VL  a. I f  L 2 VL ,  =L  2 VL  3V 
L 4 = L 1 V L 2 V L3, then L 3 c L 3 V L 4 C L 1 V L 2 V L 3 and L 3 V L 4 is 
incomparable with Le V L3, a contradiction. If 13 v L 4 = L z V L 3 V L 4 = 
L 1 V L 2 V La, then L 2 c L z V L 4 c L 1 V L~ V L 3 and L 2 V L 4 is incom- 
parable with L~VLa .  So Le VL  4 =L1VLe .  Also L1VL  4 =L i  VL~, 
since L1 c L~ V L 4 _ Lt V Le. So Lt, Le, L 4 are the complements of the 
atoms of a Boolean lattice, a contradiction. 
Case 2. There is a triple among {L~:i = 1 . . . . .  k} of class (II), for 
example, {L 1, Le, L3}. 
Case 2.1. The triple {L~, L 3, L 4} is of class (I). 
Case 2.1.1. L~ is the central element of latt(L2, L a, L4). (Similarly if 
L 3 is the central element). I f  Lz N L 1 ~ latt{L4, L~, L~} t.) {Li}, then L3 f3 
Lt ~ {La N Le N L3, Le (3 L~} and it is comparable with the atom L~ f3 L3, 
a contradiction. 
Clearly Le VLz  VL I  =L  zVL~CL 4 VL  zVLz .  I f  k- - -4,  then this 
cannot happen. If  k/> 5, then the conclusion holds. 
Case 2.1.2. L~ is the central element of latt(L~, L~, L4). Then L~ c 
L zVL  4CL~ VL3, so LeVL  4~t Bo{Lt, Le, L~}. Similarly {L 3 VL4, L~ 
(3 L4, L 3 ¢3 L4} ~ Bo{L1, Lz, L3} , so card.~'>_- 8 + 4 + 1 = 13. 
Case 2.2. The triple {L2, L3, L 4} is of class (II). In this case Lt V 
L2 = L z V L 3 = L i V L 3 and L2 V L 3 = L~ V L 4 = L 3 V L 4. Then 
latt{L 1, L2, L 4} is not of class (I), since L 1 ~/Le  = L2 V L 4 = L 1 V L2 V L 4. 
I f  latt{L1, Le, L 4} is of class (II), then L~, L2, L3, L4 are the complements 
of the atoms of a Boolean lattice, so card Se >/16. I f  finally this lattice is of 
class (III), the lemma is proved. • 
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We are now in position to give the proof of our main theorem. 
Proof Of Theorem 1. We may suppose, without loss of the generality, 
that T has the smallest possible rank: By this we mean that there is no 
element of FR(Alg S a') of rank strictly smaller than rank T and with the same 
property. The first result is that T cannot be written as a sum of rank T rank 
one operators, one of which is in Alg .~' .  Indeed, otherwise the difference of 
T and this rank one operator would be an operator with rank strictly smaller 
than rank T and would have the same property, a contradiction. For brevity 
we shall refer to this case with the phrase: "'T does not have a rank one 
summand." 
We apply Lemma 3 to W =#~(T) and we find m E ~, ¢~'0 = {M~:i = 
1 . . . . .  m} c_.W, and WM, c_ M i N ~(T) ,  which satisfy the conclusions of Lem- 
mas 3 and 4. We shall prove first that the number of minimal elements of the 
set {L_ : L ~-*~'0} is at least two. We suppose on the contrary that it is one 
and let for example M 1_ c M s_ for each i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}. Then there is a 
nonzero x ~ WM~ ___ M 1 N #~(T) and a basis {x} tJ {y, : j  ~ J} (where J is an 
index set with cardinality rank T - 1) of ~a~(T) whicJh contains it. So there 
exist x*, yj* ~ 2 ~ such that 
T=x* @x + ~_,y7 ®yj. 
je] 
For z ~ M 1_= n{M i_ :i = 1 . . . . .  m} we have from Lemma 4 that Tz = 
x*(z)x + Ej~ I yT(z)yj  = 0 and x*(z) = 0, which proves that x* ® x be- 
longs to Alg .2 a' and so it is a rank one summand of T, a contradiction. 
Let M 1 . . . . . .  M k_ (k/> 2) be the minimal elements of{L_ : L ~-*¢'0}. It
is possible that there exist more than one L ~-*~'0 with L_ = MI_. Without 
loss of generality we suppose that M 1 is such a minimal element. Similarly 
for M 2 . . . . .  M k. We define 
¢¢t" 2 = {L ~-'~¢'o : L___. MI_ } , 
~'3 =¢¢~'o \~¢'2 = {L e.J¢'o : L_~ MI_ } 4: 0 .  
Let x be a nonzero vector of WM, ~ M 1 (h ~(T) .  We shall prove that x 
belongs to V{W L : L ~,,g"3}. We suppose that, on the contrary, this does not 
happen. We define a basis { yj: j ~ J} of V {W L : L ~.*tv3}. Clearly the set 
{x} tJ {yj : j  ~ j}  is linearly independent, so we can extend it to a basis of 
~'(T).  Let {x} U {y j : j  ~ J}  tj {zi : i  ~ I}  be such a basis. Then T can be 
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written in the form (where yj*, z* ~ ~,~e,) 
T=x* ®x + Ey?  ®yj + ®z,. 
j~ J  i~ I  
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For t ~ M l_ = n{M,_ :M~ ~-~} we have Tt ~ V{WL: L ~ '3}  = 
(y j : j  ~ J ) .  So x*( t )  = 0, that is, x* ® x ~ Alg.9 ~', a contradiction, be- 
cause T does not have a rank one summand. 
Therefore x ~ V{W L : L ~.~t'a}. Let  x = Yl  + "'" WYn where 0 4: Yi ~ 
WL, and L i E.Ct'3, i = 1 . . . . .  n. (It is possible that x can be written in such a 
form in several ways, which perhaps influences the number of  summands. We 
look at any fixed decomposition.) 
Hereafter we may suppose that the L~ which appear in the expression of 
x are incomparable in pairs. In fact, it is enough, in some expression for x, to 
look at the maximal elements of  {L~ : i = 1 . . . . .  n} and to collect, in any one, 
those summands for which the corresponding L~ are contained in the same 
maximal element. Then the new L~ are incomparable in pairs, since they are 
the maximal elements of some set, and also the new Yi (which are the sums 
of some old ones) do not belong to a strictly smaller element of the lattice. 
Also, M 1 is incomparable with the L~. In fact, if for example M l _ L1, 
then M 1_ _ L t_ and so L 1 ~¢2,  a contradiction (because L 1 ~.K3), while if 
M 1 D L 1 then M 1 _ ~ L 1_. In this case the contradiction arises from the fact 
that M 1_ is a minimal element. 
Let x = Yl + "'" +Y,  be as we said. It is not possible that there exists 
only one term in the expression for x. In fact, if for example x = Yl, then 
x ~ M 1 tq L 1 c M 1 (because if M l ¢q L 1 = M 1 then M 1 ___ L1) , a contradic- 
tion. Thus n >f 2. 
In case n = 2, we shall prove firstly that M1, L1, and L 2 are complement 
atoms of some Boolean lattice. Since x = Yl + Y2, we have x ~ M 1 I-~ (L  1 V 
Le) ,so M l tq (L  1 VL  2 )=Ml , that i s ,  M I _L  1 vL2 ,  andthus L 1 VL  2 = 
L 1 V L 2 V M 1. Similarly (starting from Yl = x - Y2 and its symmetric im- 
age), we prove finally that L 1 V L 2 = L 1 V M 1 = L 2 V M l and thus the L1, 
L 2, M 1 are the complements of  the atoms of a Boolean lattice, since 
furthermore they are incomparable with each other (see Lemma 2). 
We claim that M~_,  L~_,  and L 2_ are also the complements of the 
atoms of a Boolean lattice. From Lemmas 5 and 2 it is sufficient o prove that 
they are incomparable in pairs. A proof similar to the one that M1 and L 1 are 
incomparable with each other shows that MI_ is incomparable with either of 
L~_ and L~_. So we suppose that L~____ L2_. Then M~_V L~_= (M~ V 
L~)_= (L 1 V L2)_= L1 V L~_= L~_, that is, MI____ L~_; consequently 
L~ ~.~¢z, a contradiction. 
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Therefore, if n = 2, _,W contains a sublattice of the form in Figure 1, 
because also M I __L  1 VL  2=L x VL  2 VM 1 and cyclically. So M I_A 
L I _NL~_~L 1 VL~ V M 1 (where Q1 =M,  Q2 =L1,  Q3 =L~,  and 
furthermore Q i -= Pi). From Lemmas 7 and 8 the theorem follows. 
We investigate now the case n >/3. We shall prove that in this case S a 
contains at least 19 elements. We have x ~ M 1 ¢q (L 1 V -.. V L,)  = M 1, so 
M I _L  I V . . .  VL .  and thus L I V . . .  VL .  =M I VL  I V . . -  VL . .  Simi- 
larly we prove that the space spanned by every n-tuple among 
{M 1,L I . . . . .  L .}is M l VL  I V . . .  VL . .  
From Lemma 9 it follows that latt(M I, L I . . . . .  L . )  has at least 12 
elements and contains a Boolean lattice with three atoms. Clearly, it is 
sufficient o prove that the lattice latt(M I _, L l . . . . . .  L ._  ) 
( I)  contains a Boolean lattice with three atoms or a sublattice of the form 
in Figure 4 (and so it has at least 8 elements), and 
(2) is above latt(M I, L I . . . . .  L.). 
We start with part (1). I f  there is a triple from MI_, L I . . . . . .  L . _  in 
which there is not a pair of comparable elements, then we have finished (see 
the proof of Lemma 9). We suppose, on the contrary, that in each triple there 
are two elements which are comparable with each other. Then for each 
suitable i, j there are two elements among {MI_, L~_, Lj_} which are 
comparable with each other. 
Since M1L is incomparable with any one of the Lk_, k = 1 . . . . .  n, the 
set {L 1 . . . . . .  L,_} is a nest. l_et L 1_ be its maximal element. From Lemma 
5 and the preceding discussion we have 
MI_V{L  ,_ :i ~ 1} = (M t V {L , : i  4= 1})_ 
= (V{L ,  : i  = 1 . . . . .  n})_  
= V{L  i_ : i=  1 . . . . .  n} =L  l _ ,  
a contradiction. 
We can now deal with part (2). It is enough to observe that M 1__ 
L 1 V . . .  VL ,  =M,  L I _DM 1 VL  2 V . . .  VL ,  =M,  etc., where M= 
M I VL  I V" .VL . .  
The proof of the theorem is complete. • 
The author wishes to thank M. S. Lambrou, without whose help it would 
have been impossible to write this paper. 
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